TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR GS1 SINGAPORE MEMBER REFERRAL PROGRAMME
1.

Referral company (“Referrer”) who refers a new member (“Prospective company”) must be an existing
GS1 Singapore member at the point of referring.

2.

Referrer cannot refer his/her own Company and agrees to have his/her name disclosed to all prospective
companies, for the purpose of or in connection with this Member Referral Programme.

3.

Referrer must ensure that he/she has the consent of the Prospective company to provide their contact
information to GS1 Singapore, and GS1 Singapore may contact the Prospective company to offer GS1
services.

4.

Employees (including immediate family members) of GS1 Singapore and its subsidiaries are not eligible
for this Member Referral Programme.

5.

Company that is considered successfully referred must be a new customer. Existing GS1 Singapore user
signing up for additional membership prefix number will not be eligible for this programme.

6.

Incentive is only awarded to the referral company or individual upon every successful new sign up it refers
according to the reward tier. There is no limit to the number of new companies the Eligible Referrer can
introduce.

7.

The Reward/Bonus Voucher is not refundable or exchangeable for cash or other reward items and is
subject to availability. GS1 Singapore reserves the right to replace the Reward/Bonus Voucher with items
of similar value at its discretion without notice.

8.

The Reward/Bonus Voucher will be forfeited in the event of these circumstances:

Referral company stops subscription with GS1 Singapore at any point of time within the year.

Referral company has outstanding fee payable to GS1 Singapore.

9.

Incentive will be paid only if the Prospective company successfully signs up GS1 Singapore Full
Membership, with full payment of the annual subscription and entrance fees made. At the same time, the
Prospective company is expected to agree and meet our stipulated guidelines and such guidelines may
be changed from time to time.

10.

GS1 Singapore reserves the right to amend the Terms and Conditions or terminate or suspend the
programme at any time without prior notice and without liability to any person.

11.

This Member Referral Programme is not valid in conjunction with any other promotions offered by GS1
Singapore or its subsidiaries.

12.

If more than one person refers the same company, whether under this Member Referral Programme or
any other referral programme, only the first person to make the referral will be eligible for the referral
incentive under the relevant programme. In the event of any dispute, GS1 Singapore shall have the sole
and final discretion in deciding which person made the first referral.

13.

GS1 Singapore reserves the right not to give the incentive if any information provided is incomplete or
inaccurate.

14.

GS1 Singapore's decision on all matters with regards to the programme (including but not limited to the
interpretation and application of these terms and conditions) shall be final, conclusive and binding on all
participants of this programme.

15.

“GS1 Singapore” means GS1 Singapore Limited.

